Algorithms based on wavelet-domain lidden Markov tree (HMT) have demonstrated excellent perfonnance for image demising. The HMT model is able 10 capture image features across the scales, in contrast to classical shrulkzge that thresholds subbands indepen-In this work, we extend the aforementioned results to a lapped transform domain. Lapped Transforms (LI) are Al-chainel linear phnse filter banks. 'Their use is motivated by their good e n e m compaction properties and robustness to oversmootling. It is also observed tlmt LT preserve bener oscillatmy iniage components. such as textures.
the context ofdenaising, the LT coefficients are realranged into an octave-like representation. The resulting "scales" hear the same clusterins and persistence properties as in the wavelet representation. Moreover, LT d e s i p may enforce both orthogonnlity and linear-phase (io contrast to non-Haar ID wavelets), as well as attractive additional degrees of fieedom in design. In the following. we first brieHy review some properties of the Lapped Transforms. We then describe the dyadic remapping of the transformed coefficients, and basic principles behuid Hidden Markov Tree niodels. The proposed algorithm is then applied to natural image denoising. We conclude by connnents on foreseen improvements of the present work. the same danoising proccdure inay be applied to both domailis.
TRANSFORM-BASED DENOISINC BASED ON HIDDEN MARKOV TREE MODEL
Under the adchtiw noise assumption, a i iinage and its noisy observation is usually mnkled as where 71 is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with known variance 0'. Since we have chosen orthogonal transfonns. 71 keeps the same properties i n the transfonned donlain. The join1 probability density function of the family of unages that .,: belongs to is often unattaiimhle. Based on wavelet approxinate decorrelation. simpler models have been proposed lor coetficient modeling. The simplest indcpendent Gaussian models gcncmlly obtain improveiiicnts froni residual inter-coefficients dependencies. 'The Hidden Markov Tree (RMT) model is often dcscrihed as a quad-tree SIIUCIWC~ probabilistic paph that captures the statistical properlies ofthr wavelet rmnsfonns ol~imagrs. The marginal pdf is modeled as a Gaussian mixhire with two components. The lidden states refer to the large or smdl nature of tlic coeflicient. Since the coefficient nature tends to propagate across scales (see 19 . 61). the Hidden Markov Tree materializes the cross-scale link between the hidden states. A template HMT is depicted in Fig. 5 
APPLICATION TO IMAGE DENOlSlNG
The experiments of this work have been perfunned on the Barbara image. It is relatively rich in textures that are ollen oversnioothed with classical wavelet s h r i g e m e t h d Octave and block-domain representations of the Barbara image are given in Fig. 4. Figure 4h results from a two-level wavelet decomposition o f Fig. 4n with tlie %tap orthogonal Daubechies wavelet (dbR). Though the high-pass coefficients are low in magnitude (dark tones), edges and texture related coefficients cluster and propagate across scales, as observed for efficient campression In [9J. Fig. 4c represents the block transfunned inage using a four-channel &tap coding gain optimized Lapped Orthogonal Transform. 'The brigliter pixels are inainly DC components of each 4 x 1 subblock. The coefticieiits are rearranged to an octave-like domain in Pig. 4d, accordmg to the procedure described in Section 2. For more clarity, tlie constrast have been enhanced by displaying the square root of the coefficient nugnitudes. It results in increased brightness for low mzgnitude coficients. As expected, similar clustering and persistence ofcwfficirnts are observed after octave remapping.
In the Ibllowing. we compare results obtained from tlie db8 thogonal Transform For fair comparison between the two transfomis. the DWT has three levels of decomposition. which gives equivalent depth to the 8 = 23 C h a N l C k of the Lapped Transform. In Figure XI the PSNR is slightly higher after wavelet-hased HMT denoising. Textiwes are nevertheless berter preserved with 1,'l'hased denoisidg. as ~a v e l r t oversmoothing clearly appear.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose n Hidden Markov Tree bascd denoishig algoritlnn in the Lapped Transfonn domain. It relies on a octave-like re-mapping ofthe LT coefficients. In this scheme. a R-channel 16-lap I.OT is able to outperfixm wmelets io PSNR for inoderate noise levcl. At higher mise levels. it preserves texturcs and edges better. 'She pmposed method inherits from some of the LOT attractive properties (orthogondity, linear phase and robustness to oversmoothing) combhied with the elTectiness olthe Hiddden Markov .Tree modeling of the inage features across scales. Future developmen& will involve an increase ofthe decomposition level by applying a wavelet transfmn to tlie lnwer o d a w hnnd of both thc wavelet and tlie LT decompositioo. as well as the des@ of LT to illcrease the sparse nature ofthe decomposition.
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